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Concurrency
Executing multiple tasks simultaneously, or interleaving their execution.
This improves:

latency
throughput

Ex: while task 1 performs I/O, task 2 may use CPU to perform a
computation.

Problem: interleaving executions can affect the outcome:
T1: A=A+100 then B=B-100
T2: A=1.02*A then B=1.02*B.

Concurrency control allows to prevent unwanted outcomes: only schedules
that guarantee "correct" results will be allowed.
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Transactions
Instruction or sequence of instructions.
Represents abstract vision of a DBMS: a sequence of read/writes on DB
objects.

The user may process multiple operations on data they retrieve. The
DBMS only cares about read/writes on data it retrieves.
A task T1 that computes A=A+100 then B=B-100 will be modelled as:
"T1 read A, then wrote on A, then read B and finally wrote on B", which we denote by:
R1(A)W1(A)R1(B)W1(B).
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Transactions
Transaction: instruction or sequence of instructions.

instructions of a transaction are “grouped ” together: succeed or fail
as a complete unit, no partial completion
each transaction modifies the database from one consistent state to
another (potentially the same)
each transaction ends with one of 2 instructions: commit ou rollback
while transaction has not been committed (i.e., validated) its updates
are not recorded in the database
in case of failures (or depending on user) all transaction instructions
(from last validation) are cancelled, to recover initial state, this is the
rollback operation.

-- Billet(idclient int, prix real) Compte(idclient, solde)
BEGIN;

INSERT INTO Billet VALUES(105, 8.40);
UPDATE Compte SET solde = solde - 8.40 WHERE idclient = 105;

COMMIT;

Transaction effectuant un achat de billet
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Transactions: main ideas
Well-behaved transactions should satisfy ACID properties:

Atomicity: transaction performed whole or not at all.

Consistency : state before and after transaction must be consistent
(w.r.t. integrity constraints)

Isolation: concurrent (i.e., overlapping) transactions must be
independent from one another. We speak of serializability to specify
that result must be the same that would have been obtained by
performing transactions in serial order (i.e., one after another).
Intermediate states of a transaction are hidden from other users.

Durability: updates from committed transactions are permanently
recorded, and must survive system failures. not in RAM
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ACID properties
↪→ “ACID test”.

↪→ A must for critical systems (banks, payments, etc). All major RDBMS
support ACID.

↪→ Drawback: slow down operations. Big data technologies often sacrifice(d)
ACID to achieve better scalability and speed.

Jim Gray: 1998 ACM Turing award
"for seminal contributions to database
and transaction processing research
and technical leadership in system im-
plementation"
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ACID: Counter examples

Atomicity: violated if (after power shutdown between 2 operations) in
the transaction of slide 40 the ticket was recorded without the account
being updated.

Consistency: violated if one can perform an update violating primary
key.

Isolation: a bit more intricate. Will be discussed later in this lecture.

Durabilité: violated if user could receive an acknowledgement of her
commit before it is recorded on disk, and then a power shutdown
interrupts the recording of the transaction.
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Solutions:

1. Using locks. A lock generally kept until the end of the transaction
(COMMIT or ROLLBACK). Several types of locks: multiple granularity
such as table locks, row locks, etc, and multiple access mode such as
exclusive, shared. . .

2. Allowing different users to process different versions of the same
database
( MVCC= multiversion concurrency control).
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Isolation levels: anomalies and efficiency
General problem: trade efficiency (avoid freezing the database until a
transaction completes) for consistency (avoid selling the same ticket twice).

Most DBMS let the user choose between several isolation levels.
The highest isolation level, serializability, guarantees consistency. But can
be quite expensive.

A schedule involving multiple transactions will be serializable if the same
result can be obtained by reordering transactions so they are executed one
after another (without interleaving).
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Anomalies
Concurrency control has mostly been designed to avoid anomalies.

The following slides illustrate the most common types of anomalies that
could occur without concurrency control. In real life, the execution of a
single query may require some time. We consider here that instructions are
performed instantaneously, but we still allow to interleave instructions from
multiple transactions.

Serializability issues:
lost update
non-repeatable read
phantom read

Recoverability issues (using information that has not been committed yet):
dirty read
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Anomalies: serialisability issues

lost update (= Dirty write):
when an update is overwritten by another transaction (this is an issue
when the second transaction is not aware of the first update)
non-repeatable read:
when a transaction executes twice the same query at different points
of time, and the value of at least one line is not the same in the two
results (because another transaction has updated the value in-between)
Phantom read:
when a transaction executes twice the same query at different points
of time, and the set of rows returned is not the same. (because
another transaction has inserted/deleted rows in-between)
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Anomaly: dirty write

Lire solde
solde← solde-200

Lire solde
solde← solde-300

t0
t1
t2
t3
t4
t5
t6

solde=1000

solde=800

solde=500

état de la base
de donnée Transaction 1 Temps Transaction 2

This schedule is fine.
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Anomaly: dirty write (2)

Lire solde

solde← solde-200

Lire solde

solde← solde-300

t0
t1
t2
t3
t4
t5
t6

solde=1000

solde=1000

solde=700

état de la base
de donnée Transaction 1 Temps Transaction 2

Same transactions, but now schedule leads to dirty write: update is
overwritten.
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Anomaly: non-repeatable read

SELECT n FROM t WHERE id=17

SELECT n FROM t WHERE id=17
UPDATE t SET n = n+1 WHERE id=17

t0
t1
t2
t3

Transaction 1 Temps Transaction 2
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Anomaly: phantom read

SELECT * FROM t

SELECT * FROM t
INSERT INTO t VALUES (1,’aa’,2.56)

t0
t1
t2
t3

Transaction 1 Temps Transaction 2
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Rollback
Rollback is specific to a single transaction. It does not endeavour to restore
the database to its exact state at the start of the transaction, but rather to
cancel the operations of that transaction (while maintaining other updates
from other transactions).

A solution: each transaction records the pre-image of every tuple it
modifies.
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Anomaly: dirty read
Dirty data: data that has been modified by another transaction T2 that
has not been committed yet.

We speak ofdirty read/write when transaction T1 reads/modifies dirty data.
lost updates, discussed above, are one example.
another issue with dirty operations: second transaction T2 can be
cancelled through rollback (recoverability failure): rollback should not
"cancel" operation of T1 once T1 is committed (durability), but cannot
cancel T2 and keep T1 as it would make data inconsistent (atomicity).

Some isolation levels allow dirty reads: they are optimistic and hope that
transaction T2 will eventually be committed (they then wait for this
commit before they acknowledge a commit on T1. If T2 is not committed,
both are rolled back.). But dirty writes are never tolerated: any transaction
T2 that performs a write will lock the data to prvent other transactions
from updating the data until T2 has committed.
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Anomaly: dirty read with recoverability failure

UPDATE t SET n = n+1 WHERE id=17

ABORT
SELECT n FROM t WHERE id=17

t0
t1
t2
t3

Transaction 1 Time Transaction 2

Value of n read by transaction 2 then deleted, so this is not the version that
should have been read (it is a state of the DB that never "really" existed).
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Isolation levels
We wish a transaction T to satisfy the following properties:

1. T does not write data dirtied by other transactions.
2. T does not commit before the transaction is over (so that each

transaction reads committed data only).
3. T does not read data dirtied by other transactions.
4. Other transactions do not dirty data that T has read before T is over.

Isolation levels from SQL(92) are:

READ UNCOMMITTED: first property only
READ COMMITTED: 1+2
REPEATABLE READ: 1+2+3
SERIALIZABLE: 1+2+3+4
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Isolation levels in details
READ COMMITTED: any data read was committed at the moment it
is read
Default level in postgreSQL. Instructions in T observe a “snapshot” of
the database corresponding at the time the instruction is executed.
This includes:

- updates committed by other transactions before the instruction.
- updates from transaction T , committed or not.

REPEATABLE READ: (additionally:) any data read cannot
change/disappear

SNAPSHOT ISOLATION: (additionally:) no new data can be seen by
a subsequent read like READ COMMITTED but snapshot taken at
start of transaction — T cannot see data committed by other
transactions after T starts.
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Isolation levels: details
SERIALIZABLE: execution can be serialized.

SQL was initially designed at a for DBMS that rely on locks (not MVCC), and
only defines the minimal consistency requirements for each isolation level.
Some DBMS call SERIALIZABLE what should be SNAPSHOT ISOLATION
(PosgreSQL<9.1, Oracle). Quite dangerous if you are unaware.
What Postgres calls REPEATABLE READ (in recent versions) guarantees actually
SNAPSHOT ISOLATION (stronger guarantees are fine).
[https://stackoverflow.com/questions/4034976/difference-between-read-commit-and-repeatable-read]
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Isolation levels: examples

Examples:
https://www.interfacett.com/blogs/understanding-isolation-levels-sql-server-2008-r2-2012-examples/

SI vs Serializable:
https://wiki.postgresql.org/wiki/Serializable
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Isolation levels: guarantees summary

Snapshot isolation also forbids dirty, non-repeatable reads, phantoms!

[https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Isolation_(database_systems)]
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Serializabilité: conflict-serializable

2 actions are in conflict if they belong to 2 distinct transactions,
manipulate the same object, and 1 of the 2 is a Write: ex:
W1(A),R2(A).
2 schedules are conflict-equivalent if they have same actions, and pairs
in conflict appear in the same order in both schedules.
a schedule is conflict-serializable if it is conflict équivalent to some
serial schedule

Theoreme
A schedule is conflict-serializable iff the conflict graph is acyclic (edge from
action x to action y when they are in conflict and x precedes y)

Quite easy to check but more strict than serializable.
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Serializability: view-serializable

2 schedules are view-equivalent if each action "sees" same data in
both
schedule is view-serializable if it is view-equivalent to a serial schedule
that leads to the same database state.

NP-hard to check. Less strict than conflict-serializable.
Every view-serializable schedule that is not conflict-serializable contains a
"blind write".
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Check serializability: examples

S1
T1 R(A) W(A)
T2 W(A)
T3 W(A)

S2
T1 R(A) W(A)
T2 W(A)
T3 W(A)

time time

equivalent? conflict-serializable? view-serializable?
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Aside: concurrency theory outside DBMSs
Concurrent programs: instead of Read/Write, we modelize operations as an
invocation (by a thread to an object) followed by a response.
A history (schedule) is sequential when each response follows immediately
the invocation.
A history is linearizable iffthere is a linear order of the completed
operations such that:
1. owe can reorder operations into a sequential historyσ
2. σ is correct w.r.t. object definition
3. if op1 gets response before the invocation of op2 in original hitory,

then op1 precedes op2 in σ
A history is serializable if it satisfies conditions (1) et (2).
Equivalent definition: linearizable we can assign to each operation
(invocation+response) a timestamp between its invocation and response,
such that in the equivalent sequential history, each operation takes place
instantaneously at this point of time.
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Aside: concurrency theory outside DBMSs (2)
Ex: Imagine 2 threads trying to get a lock, and giving up if it’s not available.
A invokes lock B invokes lock A gets "failed" B gets "successful" response

Idea: as A and B are concurrent threads, it may happen that object receives request of A after
that of B..

A serialization that is not a linearization:
A invokes lock A gets "failed" B invokes lock B gets "successful"

A linearization:
B invokes lock B gets "successful" A invokes lock A gets "failed"

Ex: Serializable, but not linearizable (2 exlusive locks on same object):
A inv. lock A success (l) B inv. unlock B success A inv.unlock A success (u)

[https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linearizability]
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Versioning
Even without isolation issues, to manage rollbacks, we have to store the
pre-image of modified tuples for each ongoing transaction.

For READ COMMITTED : just record 1 preimage before update (locks
preven dirty reads so a single version is enough). Discard preimage once
transaction commits.

query evaluation: transactions use current image but when they see there
has been update they will then fetch the preimage.
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Versioning (2)
For REPEATABLE READ not enough because commit makes preimage
disappear.
Solution: each transaction Ti is assigned a unique increasing id τi , acting
as a timestamp. Preimage records all committed previous versions of a row.

schedule of queries: each transaction Ti first considers using row from post
image but when the id of the row is greater than τi they fetch version
immediately before τi in preimage.
DBMS can discard (garbage collection) from preimage versions that are
older than any active transaction.
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Versioning (3): MVCC
Multi-Version Concurrency Control

Same as previous slide. But:
no lock for a read (!)
however, for a write, Ti takes a lock on the row. If there is already
another one, it is put on hold.
And if a tuple version is greater than τi has been committed, Ti is
rejected.

4 minimal lock usage, so quite good performance

8 not enough to guarantee serializability.
Ex: take 2 transactions copying a line into another:
r1(v1)r2(v2)w1(v2)w2(v1).
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Locking

Shared lock: several transactions can have that kind of lock
simultaneously on same object. Used to read.
eXclusive lock: no other transaction can have any lock on that
object (neither shared nor exclusive). Guarantees that transaction is
the only one that can access (read or write) the data. Used to write.

Special case: when T already has shared lock, can ask to upgrade into an
exclusive lock (if nobody else has any lock on object). Locks are generally

released only at the end of transaction.
The 2 types of locks can be defined

- at the row level
- on a whole table

Each update takes an exclusive lock =⇒ one should put updates at the
end of transaction if we can.
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Two-phase locking
Two-phase locking: protocole that splits transactions into 2 phases: in the
1st phase we take shared/exclusive locks. In the second phase we releas
locks (without taking any additional lock). When an operation cannot get
a lock it is put on hold.

# locks

time

acquiring releasing(strict 2PL)

This has been the main (historic) algorithm to guarantee serializability.
Even now, most DBMS still rely on locks to guarantee serializability.

should not be confused with 2-phase commit, an algo that guarantees ’atomicity of

transactions in a distributed setting (prepare participants, then validate task once a consensus

has been reached).
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Two-phase locking (2)
Risk with 2 phase locking, or locks in general: deadlock.
Ex:

T1 obtained exclusive lock sur A,
T2 obtained exclusive lock sur B ,
T1 asks for a lock sur A,
T2 asks for a lock sur B

↪→ DBMS will cancel one of the transactions.

Cancelled transaction can then be resubmitted.

Several strategies to detect/manage/avoid deadlocks.
The DBMS may periodically chech if there is a cycle in the graph
indicating which transactions wait for which other.
A more aggressive locking policy or transaction scheduling can also be
adopted to prevent deadlocks.
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Explicit locks at the row level
User can explicitly take locks:

-- Billet(idclient int, prix real) Compte(idclient, solde)
BEGIN;
SELECT * FROM mytable WHERE key = 1 FOR UPDATE;
UPDATE mytable SET ... WHERE key = 1;
COMMIT;

Takes exclusive lock on selected rows: only current transaction can
read/update those rows.

4 less strict than serializable: lock only affects the rows that will be updated.

8 The programmer has to manage concurrence manually in that case
(reliability? effort?)
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Explicite locks at the table level
User can explicitly take locks:

BEGIN;
LOCK TABLE Billet IN ACCESS EXCLUSIVE MODE; -- personne d'autre ne peut lire
...
COMMIT;

Takes exclusive lock on whole table.
Many types of locks.
https://docs.postgresql.fr/10/explicit-locking.html
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Choosing the isolation level
BEGIN TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL REPEATABLE READ;

...
COMMIT;

-- at session level:
SET SESSION CHARACTERISTICS AS TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL SERIALIZABLE;

-- for current transaction:
SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL SERIALIZABLE;

BEGIN TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL REPEATABLE READ;
SELECT pg_export_snapshot(); -- returning 000003A1-1

BEGIN TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL REPEATABLE READ;
SET TRANSACTION SNAPSHOT '000003A1-1';
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Transactions in PL/SQL (Oracle)
create or replace procedure Reservation (v_id_client INT,

v_id_spectacle INT, nb_places INT) AS
v_client Client%ROWTYPE; v_spectacle Spectacle%ROWTYPE;
v_places_libres INT; v_places_reservees INT;
BEGIN -- On recherche le spectacle
SELECT * INTO v_spectacle FROM Spectacle
WHERE id_spectacle=v_id_spectacle;
-- S'il reste assez de places: on effectue la reservation
IF (v_spectacle.nb_places_libres >= nb_places)
THEN -- On recherche le client

SELECT * INTO v_client FROM Client WHERE id_client=v_id_client;
-- Calcul du transfert
v_places_libres := v_spectacle.nb_places_libres - nb_places;
v_places_reservees := v_client.nb_places_reservees + nb_places;
-- On diminue le nombre de places libres
UPDATE Spectacle SET nb_places_libres = v_places_libres
WHERE id_spectacle=v_id_spectacle;
-- On augmente le nombre de places reervees par le client
UPDATE Client SET nb_places_reservees=v_places_reservees
WHERE id_client = v_id_client;
commit; -- Validation

ELSE rollback ;
END IF;
END;
/
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Physical storage: Oracle (1)

logical physical

E-R diagram of
storage structures

logical storage

[Oracle Database Concepts]
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Physical storage: Oracle (2)

Bloc de données Oracle

Blocs systèmes

1 KB

1 KB

1 KB

1 KB

1 KB

1 KB

1 KB

1 KB

8 KB
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Physical storage: PostgreSQL blocks

Page Header ItemId ItemId ItemId

SpecialTupleTuple

Tuple

8kB

ctid ' row pointers

Page Header General info about the page, including free space pointers. 24 bytes

Item Ids Array of (offset,length) pairs pointing to the actual items. 4b/item

Free space The unallocated space. New items are allocated from the end

Tuples The actual items themselves (row for tables, entry for indexs)

Special space Empty in ordinary tables. Used for indexes
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Physical storage: PostgreSQL block header

typedef struct PageHeaderData
{

PageXLogRecPtr pd_lsn; /* LSN: xlog record for last change to page*/
uint16 pd_checksum; /* page checksum, if set */
uint16 pd_flags; /* flags: page full, unused ItemId, all visible */
LocationIndex pd_lower; /* offset to start of free space */
LocationIndex pd_upper; /* offset to end of free space */
LocationIndex pd_special; /* offset to start of special space */
uint16 pd_pagesize_version;
TransactionId pd_prune_xid; /* oldest prunable XID, or zero if none */
ItemIdData pd_linp[FLEXIBLE_ARRAY_MEMBER]; /* line pointer array */

} PageHeaderData;

[https://github.com/postgres/postgres/blob/master/src/include/storage/bufpage.h] (commentaires adaptés)

CREATE EXTENSION pageinspect;
SELECT * FROM page_header(get_raw_page('t',0)); -- page 0 from table t

lsn | checksum | flags | lower | upper | special | pagesize | version | prune_xid
-----------+----------+-------+-------+-------+---------+----------+---------+----------
6/ D4930A98 | 0 | 0 | 32 | 8128 | 8192 | 8192 | 4 | 0
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Physical storage: PostgreSQL row

Field Type Length Description
t_xmin TransactionId 4 bytes insert XID stamp
t_xmax TransactionId 4 bytes delete XID stamp
t_cid CommandId 4 bytes insert and/or delete CID stamp (overlays with

t_xvac)
t_xvac TransactionId 4 bytes XID for VACUUM operation moving a row ver-

sion
t_ctid ItemPointerData 6 bytes current TID of this or newer row version
t_infomask2 uint16 2 bytes number of attributes, plus various flag bits
t_infomask uint16 2 bytes various flag bits
t_hoff uint8 1 byte offset to user data

[https://github.com/postgres/postgres/blob/master/src/include/access/htup_details.h] (pour plus de détails)

SELECT * FROM heap_page_items(get_raw_page('t',0));

t_xmin | t_xmax | t_field3 | t_ctid | t_infomask2 | t_infomask | t_hoff | t_data
-------+--------+----------+--------+-------------+------------+--------+-----------

5856 | 0 | 0 | (0,1) | 2 | 2304 | 24 | \x01000 ...
5857 | 0 | 0 | (0,2) | 2 | 2304 | 24 | \x02000 ...
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How the DBMS guarantees durability efficiently

RAM

HDD

wi wi+1

Bloci

Blocj

Bloci

Log Buffer

Logs=journal

DB Buffer

Database

write operation

sequential writes,
±real time

random writes, asyn-
chrone
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Some architectures for MVCC: organizing tables
O2N : oldest-to-newest
N2O : newest-to-oldest

http: // www. vldb. org/ pvldb/ vol10/ p781-Wu. pdf (VLDB’17)
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Going further: concurrency management. . .
We will not discuss in detail:

how to guarantee serializability efficiently without 2-phase locking. For
instance, postgreSQL relies on predicate locking: vlock all lines
satisfying some predicate (ex: nom='Dupond').
BASE vs ACID: distributed systems often sacrifice consistency and
adopt the BASE (Basically Available, Soft state, Eventual consistency)
model.
where eventual consistency means that if we stop executing updates,
after some time all versions of every object on the cluster will be up to
date so consistency will eventually be restored (convergence).
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